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Abstract— The analysis of elastomer coating influence on 

dynamic resonant stresses values in spring is presented in 

this paper. Coil springs made of spring steel often have high 

yield strength which enables them to return to their original 

form after a significant force is applied.This study attempts 

to investigate the characteristics of a coil spring type used in 

automotive, where the analysis approach was done 

systematically using experimental and numerical 

methods.The experimental part was intended to verify the 

spring material properties. A new type rectangular wire 

helical spring is used in this paper which is used as 

suspension springs for rally cars, the control stability can be 

kept good while absorbing impact from the road. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Helical Spring:  

A Helical Spring, is a mechanical device, which is typically 

used to store energy due to resilience and subsequently 

release it, to absorb shock, or to maintain a force between 

contacting surfaces. They are made of an elastic material 

formed into the shape of a helix which returns to its natural 

length when unloaded. 

Compression springs are open-coil helical springs 

wound or constructed to oppose compression along the axis 

of wind. Helical Compression Springs are the most common 

spring configuration. Generally, they are either placed over 

a rod or fitted inside a hole. When you put a load on a 

compression spring, making it shorter, it pushes back 

against the load and tries to get back to its original length. 

Compression springs offer resistance to linear compressing 

forces (push), and are in fact one of the most efficient 

energy storage devices. 

A Rectangular spring is a compression spring that 

is formed in oval shape as opposed to a cylindrical shape as 

most compression springs are. 

 Manufactured to tight tolerances and stringent quality 

control standerds  

 Specializing in fine diameter, non standerd cross 

section, and specialty material wire 

 Formed over rectangular mandrel for special 

applications 

Helical springs have a wide range of applications in 

machine construction, including vibroinsulation or vehicle 

suspension systems. They are resistant to temperature, liquid 

fuels and are characterized by a time constancy of 

geometrical para- meters and stiffness. The main task of 

helical springs in supporting systems is to reduce dynamic 

reactions between a machine and a foundation. Spring steel 

is an alloy, consists of either low, medium or high carbon 

content with very high yield strength. This allows coil 

spring made out of spring steel to return to their original 

shape despite of large magnitude of bending or twisting. 

Some of the problems that may occur to a coil 

springs are out of stiffness and low fatigue life. 

Failure analysis of spring is the main concern of 

auto-parts maker and usually caused by insufficient load-

carrying capacity, raw material defects, manufacturing 

defects and due to complex stress distribution. Therefore, 

specific guidelines are available for the manufacturing of 

coil spring type that requires fatigue stiffness and toughness 

to high stress. One type that is widely used is silicon 

chromium steel. The spring is designated as SUP12. 

The strain energy of the material becomes a major 

factor in designing the springs. 

It is observed that material having lower modulus 

and density will have a greater specific strain energy 

capacity. 

The material of the spring should have high fatigue 

strength, high ductility, high resilience and it should be 

creep resistant. It largely depends upon the service for which 

they are used i.e. severe service, average service or light 

service. 

The springs are mostly made from oil-tempered 

carbon steel wires containing 0.60 to 0.70 percent carbon 

and 0.60 to 1.0 percent manganese. Music wires are used for 

small springs. Non ferrous materials like phosphor bronze, 

beryllium copper,monel matel, brass etc, may be used in 

special case to increase fatigue resistance, temperature 

resistance and corrosion resistance. 

The helical springs are either cold formed or hot 

formed depending upon the size of the wire. Wires of small 

sizes(less than 10 mm diameter) are usually wound cold 

whereas larger size wires are wound hot. The strength of the 

wires varies with size, smaller size wires have greater 

strength and less ductility, due to greater degree of cold 

working.  

B. Elastomer:  

An Elastomer is a polymer with viscoelasticity and very 

weak inter- molecular forces, generally having low Young‘s 

modulus and high failure strain compared with other 

materials. The term which is derived from elastic polymer, 

is often used interchangeably with the term rubber, although 

the latter is preferred when referring to vulcanisates. Each of 

the monomers which link to form the polymer is usually 

made of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and silicon. Elastomers 

are amorphous polymers existing above their glass transition 

temperature, so that considerable segmental motion is 

possible. At ambient temperatures, rubbers are thus 

relatively soft and deformable. Their primary uses are for 

seals, adhesives and molded flexible parts. Application areas 

for different types of rubber are manifold and cover 

segments as diverse as tires, shoe soles as well as 

dampening and insulating elements. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The following literature review describes important research 

results regarding the elastomer coating and different 

procedures for manufacturing of helical spring: 

A. Krzysztof Michalczof(2014):  

This paper analyzes the effectiveness of damping resonance 

vibrations of a spring using a  new method of local coatings 

made of highly-damping material covering its last coils,as 

well as the influence of these coatings on the maximum 

values of dynamic stresses and the values of natural 

vibration frequencies of springs. It is shown that while an 

elastomeric coating applied on the whole length of spring 

wire always causes a decrease in the first natural frequency 

of the spring,application of the same amount of damping 

material only on its end-coils may lead to an increase in this 

frequency. 

B. K. Michalzyk(2012): 

The analysis of elastomeric coating influence on dynamic 

resonant stresses values in spring is presented in this paper. 

The appropriate equations determining the effectiveness of 

dynamic stress reduction in resonant conditions as a 

function of coating parameters were derived.. It was also 

demonstrated that about- resonance areas of increased 

stresses are wider and wider along with the successive 

resonances and achieve significant values even at large 

distances from the resonance frequencies. The aim of this 

study is to determine the effect of the application of 

elastomeric coating on the maximum stress value in the 

spring, occurring under longitudinal loads of frequencies 

close to natural frequencies of the mass–spring system. The 

scope of work includes the determination of the stress 

amplitudes in the spring for the given parameters of 

elastomeric coating, at the consecutive resonance 

frequencies become significant for springs with a very small 

number of coils – about 2.5. 

C. Mohd. Izaham Zainal Abidin(2013):  

This study attempt to investigate the characteristics of a coil 

spring type used in automotive i.e. SUP12 where the 

analysis approach was done systematically using 

experimental and numerical methods. The experimental part 

was intended to verify the SUP12 springs material 

properties (spring constant, yield strength and tensile 

strength) are within standard for spring steels. The SUP12 

spring underwent tensile testing in accordance to JIS Z 

2201(2010). Later, finite element simulation was performed 

using HYPERWORKS (Ver. 11) software to predict the 

steel spring under displacement conditions as per specific 

customer requirement i.e. at full rebound, curb length and 

full bump. The resulting experimental data indicates that the 

tested SUP12 passed the minimum requirement as per 

standard. 

D. Kotaro Watanabe(2001):  

In this paper a flexible sub spring is inserted between the 

seat and suspension spring in rally cars. This spring which is 

called ―Helper spring‖, absorbs impacts from the road and 

fills the clearance between the seat and suspension spring. A 

rectangular wire helical spring is usually used for the helper 

spring, as it can deflect to a greater extent then  a circular 

section wire spring. If this helper spring and the suspension 

spring can be substituted for by one spring, a reduction in 

the number of parts and in the free height can be expected. 

Therefore a new type rectangular spring is contrived, which 

consists of different coils. 

The purpose of this research is to develop such a 

spring and the manufacturing process of this spring. This 

spring characterstics is clarified in this study and the 

manufacturing process is also proposed. As a result, the 

design and manufacture of this spring become possible. 

E. Reza Mirzaeifer(2010):  

In this paper, the pseudoelastic response of shape memory 

alloy (SMA) helical springs under axial force is studied both 

analytically and numerically. In the analytical solution two 

different approximations are considered. In the first 

approximation, both the curvature and pitch effects are 

assumed to be negligible. This is the case for helical springs 

with large ratios of mean coil radius to the cross sectional 

radius (spring index) and small pitch angles. Using this 

assumption, analysis of the helical spring is reduced to that 

of the pure torsion of a straight bar with circular cross 

section. A three-dimensional phenomenological 

macroscopic constitutive model for polycrystalline SMAs is 

reduced to the one-dimensional pure shear case and a 

closed-form solution for torsional response of SMA bars in 

loading and unloading is obtained. In the next step, the 

curvature effect is included and the SMA helical spring is 

analyzed using the exact solution presented for torsion of 

curved SMA bars. 

In this paper, we propose three different analysis 

strategies besides the experimental results for SMA helical 

springs subjected to axial load. The simplest method for 

analyzing helical springs is to assume that each portion of 

the spring acts as a straight bar under torsion. It can be 

shown that when the spring index (the ratio of mean coil 

radius to the cross section radius) is large and the helix angle 

is small, this assumption leads to fairly accurate results. 

F. T S Manjunatha(2012):  

This paper deals with the applicability of fiber reinforced 

plastic in springs. Three different types of springs were 

manufactured using glass fiber, carbon fiber and 

glass/carbon fiber in +45 degree orientation. Tests were 

conducted on the springs to study the mechanical behavior. 

The spring rate of the carbon fiber spring is found to be 24% 

more than the glass fiber spring and 10% more than the 

glass/carbon fiber spring. Stresses acting on the composite 

springs were less compared to steel spring. The weight of 

the composite spring is almost 70% less than that of the steel 

spring. 

G. Chang Husan Chiu(2005):  

In this study, four different types of helical composite 

springs were made of structures including unidirectional 

laminates (AU), rubber core unidirectional laminates (UR), 

unidirectional laminates with a braided outer layer (BU), 

and rubber core unidirectional laminates with a braided 

outer layer (BUR), respectively. It aims to investigate the 

effects of rubber core and braided outer layer on the 

mechanical properties of the aforementioned four helical 

springs. According to the experimental results, the helical 

composite spring with a rubber core can increase its failure 

load in compression by about 12%; while the spring with a 
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braided outer layer can not only increase its failure load in 

compression by about 18%, but also improve the spring 

constant by approximately 16%. The helical spring with a 

BUR structure has the highest mechanical properties among 

those considered herein, its failure load in compression 

approximately equals 336.2 kgf, and the spring constant is 

almost 16.27 kgf/mm. 

H. Ashwin Rao(2012):  

In this work, a model to simulate the superelastic response 

for shape memory alloy wires and springs subjected to 

torsional loading is constructed by combining 

thermodynamics principles along with preisach models. A 

Gibbs potential based formulation is employed to separate 

the thermoelastic response of the shape memory alloys from 

its dissipative response. The dissipative part is then modeled 

with a discrete Preisach approach. Rather than beginning 

with a full three dimensional model and solving for non-

homogeneous shear stresses across the specimen 

crosssection, a ‗‗strength of materials‘‘ approach that can 

directly model the torsional response using experimentally 

measurable quantities such as torque and angle of twist is 

developed. The model results are verified with experiments 

performed on shape memory alloy springs at three different 

temperatures. The model is also used to predict torsion 

response of shape memory alloy wires at different twists and 

temperatures using experimental results for only one twist or 

temperature case respectively. The torsional response for 

three different wire diameters were predicted using 

experimental data for one diameter case. 

I. Jinxing Huo(2013):  

In this study,coupled helical coils were manufactured by 

filament winding of melt-extruded polycaprolactone,which 

was reported to demonstrate desired in vivo degradation 

speed matching tissue regeneration rate.The tensile and 

bending stiffness was characterized for a set of couple 

helical coils with different geometric designs, with right-

handed and left-handed polymer helices fused together in 

joints where the filaments cross.TheYoung's modulus of 

unidirectional polycaprolactone filaments was characterized, 

and used as input together with the structural parameters of 

the coupled coils in finite element simulations of tensile 

loading and   three-point bending of the coils. A favorable 

comparison of the numerical and experimental results was 

found,which paves way for use of the proposed numerical 

approach in stiffness design under reversible elastic 

conditions of filament wound tubular constructs. 

III. CONCLUSION 

1) The presented model makes it possible to determine the 

natural frequencies as well as amplitudes of 

displacements, deformations and stresses in the spring 

wire and in the coating for longitudinal resonance 

vibrations. 

2) The calculations presented in this paper allow to 

conclude that elastomeric coating has a positive impact 

on the reduction of dynamic stresses in the spring but 

also contribute to lowering of resonant frequencies.  

3) The experimental tensile testing to confirm the 

compliance of SUP12 spring towards JIS 4108 has been 

performed successfully. With the actual spring tensile 

strength of 1728 N/mm and elongation of 13%, the 

SUP12 coil spring actually passed beyond the JIS 

standard and fulfils the customer specification. 

4) The method used for manufacturing the composite 

helical springs is simple using conventional machine 

tools. The method can be made automated for mass 

production by using CNC tape winding. The application 

of the composite material for automobiles can only be 

justified by producing the composite components in 

mass which will reduce the cost of the composite parts. 

5) The stiffness of the carbon fiber springs is greater than 

the other two types of composite coil springs. As 

compared to steel springs of the same dimensions, the 

stiffness of composite coil springs is less. 

6) By using two carbon fiber springs of the above types 

which will withstand approximately 1000 N, they can 

be successfully used for the application of light vehicle. 
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